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Across

1

1 Stumped thoroughly,
or in a daze (6)
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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5 Prickly things,
complicated brainteasers senate
cunningly abandoned
(6)
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10 Capri's icon, its
unwrapped fruit (7)
17

11 Kitchen apparatus of
special cooked meat
trimmed here (7)

18
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12 Old hag, we hear,
getting royal
Scandinavian coins
(6)
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28

15 Dad to foot the bill
for American tropical
fruit (6)

29
31

30
32

16 Huge old god in
command (7)
17 Large number, leader
of rabble towards the
rear (4)
18 Upset little item of
mountaineering
equipment producing
clamour (4)
19 Reptile to keep under
surveillance (7)
20 Londoner without
revolutionary urge to
strut (4)
22 Winter phenomenon
seen originally in
these times (4)
25 Vagrant's foot
wrapped in towel, say
(7)
27 Add piquancy to
North American
republic in breach of
continuity (6)
28 Scruffy Australian
with local chief in
dome-shaped shrine
(6)
31 Some girl is so
memorably nimble
and flexible (7)
32 Dark red resin from

33

body of water in
France and England
(3-4)
33 Sailor with yellowishbrown checked
material (6)
34 Ill-will very regularly
in aircraft's cooking
area (6)
Down
2 Performer's act not up
to standard, it causes
boredom (4-3)
3 Carton to fill to
capacity with
European tat
primarily (6)
4 Corrupt adult list
showing order for
performing duties (4)
5 Playful kiss of coach,
we hear (4)

34

6 What makes me sick?
Icecap melting (6)
7 Syrupy little cake of
droll holy man in
Delhi (3,4)
8 Additional locomotive
to store for future use
on English rail
principally (6)
9 Endlessly loudly jeers
strong alcoholic drink
(6)
13 Regionally important
geological site
concealing our harsh
conditions (7)
14 To meet requirements,
announce hedging
surprisingly fits (7)
15 Acted as guide, made
heap including sacred
scriptures (7)
20 Rejected the French
fortress (6)
21 Strangely select a

keyboard instrument
with hammers and
steel plates (7)
23 Recent delivery of
element irritated (7)
24 Perth's casual tramp
now finally more
sound of body (6)
25 Of the French energy
as in an underground
shelter (6)
26 Prince caught a large
monkey (6)
29 Somewhat slatternly
bird (4)
30 Draw attention to
paving stone (4)

